
Kinder Crayon Quilt 

Download the free Crayon Box Mini quilt pattern from Riley Blake Designs for the 

Crayon Top Templates. Here are my pattern modifications:

Fabric requirements: 

10 - fat eighths of Kinder fabrics 

10 - 5” x 10” pieces of solids 

5/8 yard of white solid 

½ yard of apple border 

1/3 yard of binding 

Finished Quilt Size is 36 ½” x 47” 

Cutting Instructions: 

Fat eighths: 

Cut 1 rectangle 4” x 14 ½” from each Kinder fabric 

White Solid: 

Cut 1 strip 4” x WOF. Cut the strip into 10 Crayon Top Sides and 10 Crayon Top 

Sides Reversed (use template from Riley Blake pattern). 

Cut 1 Strip 4 ½” x WOF. Cut the strip into 10 rectangles 4” x 4 ½”. Label as Piece C. 

Cut 4 Strips 2 ½” x WOF for inner border. 

From Solid Fabrics: 

https://www.rileyblakedesigns.com/media/uploads/Free_Quilting_Projects/2017/CrayonBoxMini_FreeQuilt.pdf


Cut 1 - 4” square for crayon top 

Cut 1 - 1 ½” x 4” rectangle 

Cut 1 - 2 ½” x 4” rectangle 

Apple Border: 

Cut 4 Strips 4 ½” x WOF for outer border. 

Binding: 

Cut 5 Strips 2 ½” x WOF for binding. 

Refer to Riley Blake pattern for piecing the crayon tops. You can piece these as 

foundation paper piecing or use my method. 

My method: 

Trace the templates onto quilter’s template plastic and cut out. Trace the 

templates with a pencil onto the 4” solid square and the white Crayon top sides 

and cut with either scissors or rotary cutter. Following the diagrams in the Riley 

Blake pattern (page 1 right column) sew the white sides to the colored solid 

offsetting by ¼” as shown in the diagrams. 

Assemble The Crayons by sewing a 2 ½” x 4” rectangle to the bottom of the 

Kinder fabric and a 1 ½” x 4” rectangle to the top of the kinder fabric followed by 

the crayon top unit. Alternate the position of the “C” rectangles as shown in the 

diagram in the Riley Blake pattern (page 1 bottom of right column). Sew crayons 

together to make the quilt top. 

Solid 2 ½” x 4” rectangle                                  Solid 1 ½” x 4” rectangle    Crayon top 

 

 

 

Add 2 ½” white borders to the sides, top and bottom. Add 4 ½” apple borders to 

the sides, top and bottom. 

Your quilt top is finished! Layer, baste and quilt. 

Kinder Fabric 



 


